BORÉN SCHOLARSHIP
Grants awarded to study less commonly taught languages in world regions critical to US interests
Stefanie Feltwell (declined)—Senior, Int’l Business & Economics, (Korean) SC*
Nicholas Ferguison—Freshman, Int’l Business, (Chinese), OH

Alternate:
Mariah Stewart—Sophomore, Russian & Int’l Studies, (Russian), SC†

CONGRESS-BUNDESTAG YOUTH EXCHANGE FOR YOUNG PROFESSIONALS
Awards for year of study and internship in Germany
Finalist:
Kate Kacur—Senior, Environmental Science, SC

DAAD RISE INTERNSHIP IN SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
Awards for summer research in Germany
Alexia Bartle—Sophomore, Biological Sciences, NC* William Rivers—Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology, SC*

DAAD RISE PROFESSIONAL INTERNSHIP IN SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
Awards for summer or fall internship in Germany
Sky Jaques—Junior, Chemical Engineering, TN*

FREEMAN-ASIA SCHOLARSHIP
Awards for study in Asia
Cindy Son—Junior, Finance & Global Supply Chain Management, SC

FULBRIGHT-CLINTON PUBLIC POLICY FELLOWSHIP
Year-long public policy professional placement in a foreign government
Binda Niall—PhD, Education, (Ivory Coast), Kinshasa, DRC

FULBRIGHT SUMMER INSTITUTE TO THE UK
Funding for summer study at one of ten UK institutions
Jane Marrey—Freshman, Biological Sciences, (Scotland), NC

FULBRIGHT U.S. STUDENT PROGRAM GRANT
Grants for nine months of research, study or teaching abroad
Victoria Betcher—Senior, Business Economics, (ETA, Brazil), TN*
Caroline Blount—Senior, German, (ETA, Germany), IL*
Selena Dyre—Senior, German, (ETA, Germany), SC
Ian Giscondo—Senior, Music Education, (Germany), SC
James Jacobs—Masters, Rhetoric & Competition, (ETA, South Korea), SC
Chelsea Morris—Senior, German & Linguistics, (ETA, Germany), GA*
Mark Rodenhurst—Masters, Creative Writing, (ETA, Macau), LA
Julia Whitehead—Senior, International Business, (Mexico), VA*

Alternates:
Kevin Amenke—Senior, Management Science, (Uruguay), OH
Anais Panida—PhD, Anthropology, (Ecuador), IL
William Welsh—Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology, (Finland), SC

Recommended:
Emma Ling Campbell—Senior, Biological Sciences, (Australia), SC

GATES CAMBRIDGE SCHOLARSHIP
Fully funds a graduate degree at Cambridge University in the UK
International Finalist:
Harshita Jain—Senior, BARSC, SC*

GEM NATIONAL CONSORTIUM FELLOWSHIP
For undergraduates and masters and doctoral STEM students
De Aria Bryant—Senior, Computer Science, SC
Blakely Hoffman—Computer Science & Mathematics, SC*

Benjamin A. Gilman Scholarship
Up to $4500 for undergraduates to participate in study abroad programs
Erin Bapwell—Senior, International Studies, (Jordan), SC
Frazier Bostic—Sophomore, Public Relations, (China), SC
Allison Broschart—Junior, Criminology & Criminal Justice, (France), SC
Caleb Bullard—Junior, Int’l Business & GSM, (UAE), VA
Jimmy Hecox—Junior, Mathematics & Philosophy (Hungary), SC*
Grace Lee—Junior, Management, (South Korea), SC
Eric Patterson—Junior, Marketing, (China), SC

BARREY M. GOLDWATER SCHOLARSHIP
Up to $7,500 for undergraduates to study and research in mathematics, natural sciences or engineering
Mara Cowen—Junior, BARSC & Biological Sciences, SC*
Kevin Field—Junior, Biological Sciences, NJ*
Kayla Gardner—Junior, Marine Science, NC*

Honorable Mention:
Jacob Baltzegar—Junior, Chemical Engineering, SC*

KNOWLES SCIENCE TEACHING FELLOWSHIP
Provides professional support for educators who are training high school STEM courses
Finalist:
Allison Schriro—Masters, Secondary Mathematics Education, NY*

MARSHALL SCHOLARSHIP
Two years of graduate funding to the UK
Finalist:
Carl Garris—Senior, BARSC, SC*

MOUNT VERNON LEADERSHIP FELLOSHIPS
Summer leadership program for sophomores
Rebeah Parise—Sophomore, Chemistry, SC*
Olivia Rzeszutski—Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology, SC*

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION (NSF)
DOCTORAL DISSERTATION IMPROVEMENT GRANT
$20,000 awarded to doctoral students for dissertation support
Samantha Yaussy—PhD, Anthropology, FL

National Science Foundation (NSF)
Graduate Research Fellowship
$138,000 fellowship awarded for three years of graduate degree support
De Aria Bryant—Senior, Computer Science, SC
Brock Fletcher—Senior, Biomedical Engineering, SC*
LaQuita Grissett—2016 Graduate, Biological Sciences, SC*
David Martin—Senior, Mechanical Engineering, Roseau, Dominica
Mackenzie Meece-Rogers—2016 Graduate, Chemistry, SC
Michele Repello—2011 Graduate, Marine Science, PA
Paris Smalls—2016 Graduate, Geophysics
Elizabeth Yankovsky—2015 Graduate, Physics, SC

Honorable Mentions:
Joseph Andrews—2015 Graduate, Electrical Engineering, VA
Alexandra Hooks—2011 Graduate, Marine Science, SC
Alicia LaMarche—PhD, Mathematics, OH
Kelly McCabe—2016 Graduate, Marine Science & Chemistry, MO
Drew Patterson—2015 Graduate, Electrical Engineering
Sydney Pullen—2011 Graduate, Anthropology

NOAA HOLLINGS UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP
Awards for summer research in Germany
Alistair Proctor—Sophomore, Marine Science, NC

PRESIDENTIAL MANAGEMENT FELLOWS PROGRAM
Leadership and two year appointment with the Federal Government
Marlene Johnson-Moore—2015 Graduate, J.D., DC

PRINCETON IN ASIA
One year service-oriented internship in Asia
Summer-Brook Lawson—Senior, Political Science, (China), NC

RHODES SCHOLARSHIP
Two years of funding for graduate work at Oxford in the UK
Jory Fleming—Senior, Marine Science & Geography, SC†

ROBERT NOYCE TEACHER SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
Financial support to graduate students preparing to be K-12 STEM teachers
Andrew Lyons—2016 Graduate, Mathematics, NC*

HARRY S. TRUMAN SCHOLARSHIP
$30,000 award to college juniors who intend to pursue graduate study and careers in public service
Finalist:
Nick Santamaria—Junior, Political Science, NY*

MORRIS K. UDLAL SCHOLARSHIP
$7,000 award for undergraduate students pursuing careers related to environmental public policy or Native American or Alaskan Native students pursusing health care or tribal public policy
Casey Brayton—Sophomore, Marine Science, SC*

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE
CRITICAL LANGUAGES SCHOLARSHIP
Awards for intensive summer overseas program in critical need foreign languages
Adriana Bowman—Junior, Economics, (Chinese), SC*
Justin Melli—Masters, Higher Education and Student Affairs, (Korean), MS

MOUNT VERNON LEADERSHIP FELLOWSHIP
Summer leadership program for sophomores
Rebeah Parise—Sophomore, Chemistry, SC*

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION (NSF)
GRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP
$2,367,524 for academic study.

Wright Fellow International
Study abroad fellowship for students studying in biomedical engineering
Ryan Deiser—Senior, Biomedical Engineering, (UK), OH*

MBAרה K. MAULSON WOMEN IN BUSINESS AWARD
$7,000 award from Zonta International for women with demonstrated achievement and potential in business
Stefanie Feltwell—Senior, International Business & Economics, SC*

*Member, SCHC
†Capstone Scholar

Since the Fellowships Office was established in 1994, University students have won 845 national awards totaling more than $26.5 million for advanced academic study. This year, 286 national applications were submitted. To date, 82 advanced to the finalists round, and of those, 57 have won scholarships. These 57 awards winners have earned more than $2,367,524 for academic study.
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Tom Vogt, NanoCenter
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Sarah Williams, Music
Linwan Wu, Journalism & Mass Communications
Grace Yang, HRTM

GEM Scholarship Advisor
Michael Matthews, Chemical Engineering

Goldwater Scholarship
Douglas Meade, Mathematics – Co-Chair
Scott Goode, Chemistry – Co-Chair
Susan Alexander, SC Honors College
Dave Barbeau, School of the Earth, Ocean & Environment
Zhengqing Fu, Biological Sciences
Ralf Gothe, Physics & Astronomy
Melissa Moss, Chemical Engineering

Hollings Scholarship Advisors
Claudia Benitez-Nelson, School of the Earth, Ocean & Environment
Jean Ellis, Geography and School of the Earth, Ocean & Environment
Gwen Geidel, School of the Earth, Ocean & Environment

Knowles Fellowship
Ed Dickey, Instruction & Teacher Education – Advisor
Eva Czabarka, Mathematics
Bert Ely, Biological Sciences

Madison Fellowship Advisor
Bobby Donaldson, History

Marshall Scholarship
John Nelson, Biological Sciences – Chair
McKinley Blackburn, Economics
Tom Brown, History
Madelyn Fletcher, School of the Earth, Ocean & Environment
Susan Palmer, Law
Doug Thompson, Political Science

Mitchell Scholarship Advisor
Ed Madden, English

National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship Program
Michael Matthews, Chemical Engineering – Chair
Reginald Bain, Music
Carol Boggs, School of the Earth, Ocean & Environment
MVS Chandrasekhar, Electrical Engineering
Shauna Cooper, Psychology
Leigh D’Amico, Education
Sharon DeWitte, Anthropology
Jochen Lauterbach, Chemical Engineering
Barry Markovsky, Sociology
Howie Scher, School of the Earth, Ocean & Environment
Richard Showman, Biological Sciences
Jeff Twiss, Biology/Neuroscience
Hans Conrad zur Loye, Chemistry & Biochemistry

NIH Scholarship Advisor
Jeff Twiss, Biology/Neuroscience

Rhodes Scholarship
Carol Harrison, History - Chair
Judith Kalb, Languages, Literatures, & Cultures
Lisa Eichhom, School of Law
Steve Lynn, SC Honors College
John McDermott, Economics
Tom Vogt, NanoCenter

Rotary Scholarship Advisors
Louis Desauss, Moore School of Business
Patrick Hickey, Capstone Scholars Program

Truman Scholarship
David Simmons, Anthropology - Chair
Steven Buurtt, USC 1995 Truman Scholar
Hamid Khan, Rule of Law Collaborative/Law School
Robert Oldendick, Inst for Public Service & Policy Research
Kirk Randazzo, Political Science
Shelley Smith, Sociology

UDAL Scholarship
Greg Carbone, Geography - Chair
Joe Jones, School of the Earth, Ocean & Environment /Green Quad
Ryan Rykazewski, School of the Earth, Ocean & Environment
Ed Munu Sanchez, SC Honors College
Yeomin Yoon, Civil & Environmental Engineering
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